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ABSTRACT 

 

The auditory system can detect occasional changes (deviants) in acoustic regularities 

without the need for subjects to focus their attention on the sound material. Deviant 

detection is reflected in the elicitation of the mismatch negativity component (MMN) of 

the event-related potentials. In the studies presented in this thesis, the MMN is used to 

investigate the auditory abilities for detecting similarities and regularities in sound 

streams. To investigate the limits of these processes, professional musicians have been 

tested in some of the studies. The results show that auditory grouping is already more 

advanced in musicians than in nonmusicians and that the auditory system of musicians 

can,  unlike that of nonmusicians, detect a numerical regularity of always four tones in a 

series. These results suggest that sensory auditory processing in musicians is not only a 

fine tuning of universal abilities, but is also qualitatively more advanced than in 

nonmusicians. In addition, the relationship between the auditory change-detection 

function and perception is examined. It is shown that, contrary to the generally accepted 

view, MMN elicitation does not necessarily correlate with perception. The outcome of 

the auditory change-detection function can be implicit and the implicit knowledge of the 

sound structure can, after training, be utilized for behaviorally correct intuitive sound 

detection. These results illustrate the automatic character of the sensory change detection 

function. 
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1 INVESTIGATING SOUND PERCEPTION AND SENSORY PROCESSING 

1. 1 Outline 

The auditory system analyses the acoustic input to make sense out of the sound 

surrounding us. The auditory processes in the brain help us to perceive meaning so that 

we can communicate through speech, move safely through the traffic, or enjoy music. 

Auditory perceptual capabilities are not static, they can be shaped by exposure and 

practice. The auditory skills of musicians are under extreme demands, a violinist can hear 

much smaller pitch differences than someone with an untrained ear. Musicians are, 

therefore, an interesting group to study when investigating the limits of auditory 

processing capabilities. An interesting aspect of the auditory functions is that part of the 

auditory processes take place automatically, we are not all the time aware of all the 

sounds surrounding us. Sometimes we do not deliberately attend to a sound source until it 

suddenly changes. At other times we might not be fully aware of a sound but does that 

mean that it cannot influence our actions? 

The Gestalt theory says that in order to create meaning from the world 

surrounding us, stimulus features that are similar to each other are perceptually grouped 

together while segregated from relatively dissimilar features. In this theory, it is assumed 

that one feature cannot belong to two different objects at the same time. The latter is 

called the principle of exclusive allocation. The theory also proposes that the forming of 

these perceptual organizations is automatic and universal. In Study I, the universality of 

automatic auditory grouping is addressed by comparing sensory grouping abilities of 

musicians and nonmusicians. In Study II the principle of exclusive allocation is studied in 

an ambiguous auditory scene. 

How advanced are automatic auditory functions? Can something as conceptually 

abstract as detecting the number of tones in a series take place outside of the focus of 

attention? Since perceiving the number of beats in a measure is an important aspect of the 

perceptual organization of music, this question was addressed in Study III by examining 

the auditory processing skills of musicians. 
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The meaning or message conveyed in acoustic information depends as much on 

the nature of the sound as on the mindset of the perceiver. Music may sometimes convey 

language-like messages (although less concrete) that are, in particular, picked up by the 

musical listener. An example is the way rhythm is used by improvising jazz musicians. In 

Study IV it was addressed whether rhythm is processed in the language-dominant 

hemisphere in the brains of jazz musicians. 

In the afore-mentioned studies, the aim was to study automatic auditory processes 

by utilizing the ability of the auditory system to detect occasional changes in a 

repetitive/regular sound stream without the requirement of focused attention. Based on a 

consensus in the literature, the assumption was that there is a direct correlation between 

this form of change detection and perception. However, the stimulus sequences that were 

used in the studies presented in this thesis became more complex and the question arose 

whether this assumption was still valid. In Study V it was investigated whether automatic 

change detection can be implicit and whether implicit knowledge can, after training, be 

utilized for intuitive sound detection. 

 

1. 2 Auditory processing 

1. 2.1 Auditory pathways 

Sound is air set into vibrating motion. When someone hits a drum the membrane of the 

drum starts to vibrate. The movement of the membrane compresses the air next to it 

creating an area of increased pressure followed by an area of reduced pressure. This 

vibrating motion repeats itself in a regular period of time (hundreds or thousands times 

per second) creating a sound wave (Rossing, 1990). 

 When a sound wave reaches our ear, the eardrum starts vibrating in the same 

frequency as the sound. The eardrum is connected through three small bones to the inner 

ear. These three bones amplify and transmit the vibrations of the sound to the fluid in the 

cochlea of the inner ear, creating a compression wave in the fluid. The cochlea is a snail-

shaped organ containing hair-like receptor cells lined along the basilar membrane. The 

basilar membrane moves when the compression wave travels through the fluid in the 

cochlea. The width and resiliency of the membrane vary along the cochlea so that each 

portion of the membrane moves in response to a characteristic frequency inducing an 
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electrical impulse in the hair cells. This tonotopic organization of the responses (for high 

frequencies) as well as the periodicity of the hair-cells discharge rate (for low 

frequencies) decomposes the sound signal into neural codes for separate frequencies. 

Intensity information is also converted into a neural code by the hair-cell discharge rate 

(for high frequencies) or by the number of successive responses of cells further away 

from the characteristic frequency (for low frequencies) (Biacabe, 2001; Kandel et al., 

2000). 

The electrical signal travels from the hair cells along the 8th cranial nerve to the 

cochlear nuclei in the brain stem (see Figure 1). The cochlear nuclei contain functionally 

distinct cells types such as frequency-specific cells but also cells specifically responding 

to sound onsets. One level higher, in the superior olivary complex, left- and right-ear 

auditory fibers intersect. Sound onset times are then used for sound localization as certain 

types of neurons only respond to sounds with specific interaural timing differences 

(crucial for the localization of low sounds) and other neurons respond only to specific 

interaural intensity differences (for the localization of high sounds). 

The auditory tracts continue via the inferior colliculus in the midbrain to the 

medial geniculate nucleus in the thalamus. The ascending auditory pathway terminates in 

the primary auditory cortex.  

 

 
Figure 1. Auditory pathways  
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1. 2.2 Auditory cortex 

The auditory cortex is located at the dorsal surfaces of the temporal lobes within the 

lateral sulcus. It consists of functionally different areas. The primary auditory area is 

located in the medial two-thirds of the first transverse gyrus of Heschl (Hackett et al., 

2001). The secondary areas are more laterally positioned. The primary and secondary 

auditory areas are tonotopically organized but with the cells in the secondary areas tuned 

to spectrally more complex sounds (Palmer & Summerfield, 2002). There are connections 

from Heschl’s gyrus to auditory association areas in the temporal lobes (planum 

temporale) and parietal lobes. These areas are involved in higher-order processes. A 

portion of the right parietal cortex is, for instance, activated by sound motion (Griffiths et 

al., 1998), the superior temporal gyrus is involved in auditory short-term memory 

(Colombo et al., 1990), and the most anterior part of the superior temporal gyrus is 

activated by melodies (Schmithorst & Holland, 2003). In musicians, certain areas of the 

auditory cortex are morphologically different: the anteriomedial portion of Heschl’s 

gyrus is larger in musicians than in nonmusicians (Schneider et al., 2002), and the 

planum temporale is asymmetric in musicians with perfect pitch (Schlaug et al., 1995; 

Keenan et al., 2001).  

 

1. 3 Auditory event-related potentials/fields 

A non-invasive technique for investigating cortical brain function is electro-

encephalography (EEG). EEG is a measure of the electric potential differences on the 

scalp as a function of time. It is generally assumed that the origin of the cortical EEG is 

synchronized post-synaptic activity of pyramidal apical dendrites. When enough 

(∼10000) neurons are simultaneously active, the extra-cellular current flow can be 

measured on the scalp through volume conduction (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). The neural 

signal is, however, small and contaminated with environmental and instrumental noise. 

The event-related potentials (ERPs) can be calculated by averaging periods of signal 

time-locked to the onset of a repetitive event, e.g., a stimulus. Noise is then averaged out 

and reflections of the neural processing triggered by the event under interest can become 

visible. Both amplitudes and latencies of the voltage fluctuations in the ERP can give 

information on the evoked neural processes. 
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A technique related to EEG is magnetoencephalography (MEG). Subjects are 

seated with their head in a helmet containing super-conducting sensors that measure the 

magnetic field (Hämäläinen et al., 1993). The neural current sources generating magnetic 

fields that can be picked up by the sensors outside of the head are assumed to be from the 

intracellular-currents of apical dendrites. Magnetic fields generated by neural sources 

radial (the head is commonly approximated by a sphere model) to tissue boundaries 

(brain matter, skull, and scalp) are not visible. Only magnetic fields from tangential 

sources are picked up by the sensors and pass through the different tissues without 

hindrance from conduction boundaries. Event-related fields (ERFs) and ERPs show 

similarities in their evoked components partially depending on whether source 

orientations are tangential or not. The magnetic counterpart of an ERP is usually denoted 

with the same name but with an ‘m’ added. The cortical location of the neural sources 

generating ERP and ERF components can be estimated with iterative inverse dipole 

modeling.  

 

1. 3.1 From the cochlea to the auditory cortex 

Electric reflections of auditory processing can also be measured before the neural signal 

reaches the cortex. Brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs) reflect synchronized 

cell activity in the brainstem (Biacabe, 2001) and are elicited within 1–10 ms after 

stimulus presentation. The origin of these components is somewhat uncertain but the first 

five of these responses are believed to be generated by ganglion cells in the cochlea 

(component I & II), the cochlear nucleus (component III), and the superior olivary 

complex (component IV & V) (Markand, 1994; Shaw, 1995). Already at this early level 

of auditory processing, sound qualities such as intensity (Markand, 1994), frequency 

(Stapells & Oates, 1997), and location (Riedel & Kollmeier, 2002) are reflected in the 

evoked potentials. Riedel and Kollmeier (2002) showed for instance that the amplitude of 

component V is larger for central sounds than for lateral sounds. 

Middle-latency auditory evoked responses (MAEPs) are elicited between 10 and 

80 ms. The MAEP consist of several components including the Na, Pa, Nb, and Pb or 

P50. The Na is elicited at around 19 ms and there is some evidence that it is the first 

evoked response from the primary auditory cortex (Rupp et al., 2002; Shaw, 1995). The 
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Na is followed by the Pa (30 ms) and it originates more certainly from the primary 

auditory cortex (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1994). The Pb/P50 and later components 

(elicited at around 60–75 ms) might come from a more lateral area in the secondary 

auditory cortex (Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 1994; Yvert et al., 2001). Stimulus properties 

are reflected in the MAEPs (e.g., Pantev et al., 1995), but also sleep-related arousal 

changes can affect MAEPs (Erwin & Buchwald, 1986). In addition, there is a positive 

correlation between tone-discrimination aptitude in musicians, the size of the primary 

auditory cortex and amplitude of the Na-Pa complex (Schneider et al., 2002) indicating 

that the functional significance of sound can be reflected in the neural processing after 

approximately 20 ms.  

 

1. 3.2 N1 

ERP components following the MAEP are called long-latency components. The first 

most prominent long-latency component is the N1 elicited around 100 ms. There are 

several sources in the supratemporal cortex that contribute to the N1 (Liegeois-Chauvel et 

al., 1994; Näätänen & Picton, 1987) including tonotopically organized cortical areas 

(Cansino et al., 1994). The N1 amplitude attenuates after repeated stimulation with the 

same stimulus features (Näätänen & Picton, 1987). The N1 amplitude also reflects feature 

specificity: the N1 amplitude increases when the intensity of a stimulus increases (Bak et 

al., 1985) and decreases with an increasing tonal frequency (Näätänen & Picton, 1987). 

The N1 amplitude is, furthermore, modulated by attention (Woldorff et al., 1993) and 

affected by task relevance (Jerger et al, 1992). 

The N1 amplitude can reflect musical expertise; it is larger to musical tones in 

musicians compared to nonmusicians (Pantev et al., 1998; Shahin et al., 2003; see 

however, Lütkenhöner et al., 2005). Moreover, the N1 reflects functional changes 

(Pantev & Lütkenhöner, 2000); the N1 amplitude becomes larger after sounds have been 

used in a discrimination training (Menning et al., 2000; Tremblay et al., 2001) even 

though mere exposure reduces the N1 amplitude (Brattico et al., 2003). 
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1. 3.3 Mismatch negativity 

The ERP component central in the research presented in this thesis is the mismatch 

negativity (MMN) (for reviews, see e.g., Näätänen, 1992; Ritter et al., 1995; Picton et al, 

2000). The MMN is measured on the scalp in the range of 120 to 300 ms post-stimulus 

and is, depending on stimulus parameters, sometimes partially overlapping and extending 

the N1 and sometimes following the N1. The MMN was found to be a separate ERP 

component by Näätänen and colleagues in 1978 (Näätänen et al, 1978; see also, Näätänen 

et al., 2005). The MMN is frontally negative, with declining amplitudes towards posterior 

sites and sometimes accompanied by a positive deflection on the mastoid electrodes (see, 

Figure 2). EEG and MEG studies have localized the main MMN sources in the 

supratemporal cortex about 1 cm anterior of the N1m generator (Alho, 1995; Hari et al., 

1984). Combined EEG/fMRI studies show that activity from the inferior frontal cortex 

can also contribute to the MMN (Doeller et al., 2003; Rinne et al., 2005). Intracranial 

recordings (in presurgical patients) have found MMN generators in secondary auditory 

areas (Halgren et al., 1995), in the auditory association cortex (Kropotov et al., 2000), 

and in the inferior frontal cortex (Rosburg et al., 2005). Moreover, the exact location of 

the MMN generator varies depending on stimulus features and on stimulus complexity 

(Alho, 1995; Giard et al., 1995; Molholm et al., 2005). 

 

1. 3.3.1 Change detection 

Unlike the N1 (and other earlier ERP components), the MMN is not elicited by sound-

onset per se but by deviant sounds occasionally replacing frequently presented standard 

sounds in an oddball paradigm. The MMN amplitude is determined by the magnitude of 

the stimulus change: larger differences between standards and deviants give rise to larger 

MMN amplitudes (e.g., Novitski et al., 2004; Tiitinen et al., 1994). Stimulus energy or 

stimulus features per se are not reflected in the MMN as exemplified by the following 

situations. Irrespective of whether a repetitive sound is occasionally changed from loud to 

soft, or from soft to loud the MMN amplitude reflects the magnitude of change (Näätänen 

et al., 1987). Also an occasionally early onset in a regularly paced sound stream can elicit 

an MMN indicating the magnitude of change (the earlier the onset, the larger the 

violation of the regular interval and the larger the MMN). Remarkably, even the absence 
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of a sound, at least in fast paced regular sequences, can elicit an MMN (Yabe et al., 

1997).  

 

 
 

Figure 2. MMN generation. The MMN measured from a frontal electrode (Fz), 

and from an electrode at the right mastoid (Rm) referenced to a noise electrode. 

Note that negativity is plotted upwards. The grey area in the waveforms is the 

difference between the deviant wave and the standard wave. The MMN is 

generated in the auditory cortex below the arrow. 

 

1. 3.3.2 Sensory memory 

In order to detect change, the auditory system must encode and maintain a model of the 

regular features in the acoustic environment and compare the present with the past. The 

auditory change-detection mechanism underlying the MMN elicitation should thus 

involve a form of sensory memory (Näätänen & Winkler, 1999). Accordingly, the MMN 

exhibits behavior that is expected from a memory system. It takes a few presentations 

(~3) of the standard sound before a deviant will elicit an MMN indicating that the 

memory representation has to build up (Cowan et al., 1993). The more presentations 

precede a deviant the stronger the memory becomes and the larger the MMN amplitude 

will be (Imada et al., 1993; Sams et al., 1983). The memory representation decays if it is 

not reinforced with standard-sound presentations. The memory-decay function has been 
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estimated to last up to 10 seconds, after which a deviant does not elicit an MMN anymore 

(Sams et al., 1993). The next question then is: what can be stored in the sensory memory 

underlying the MMN elicitation? It has been shown that it can contain any type of audible 

acoustic repetition/regularity (within certain duration limits, see below). First of all, 

single features (e.g., intensity, location or pitch) can be stored but also feature 

conjunctions (Takegata et al., 1999), temporal structure, speech (phonemes, syllables, 

and words; Näätänen et al., 1997; Näätänen, 2001; Shtyrov & Pulvermüller, 2002), and 

short melodies (Tervaniemi et al., 2001). To take the melody example, if five tones are 

repeatedly presented with the same melodic contour, an MMN can be elicited by a tone 

changing the melodic contour. The regular melody contour is encoded in an auditory 

memory template and when a deviation from the melody contour not matching the 

template is detected, an MMN is elicited (Tervaniemi et al., 2001). 

A major constraint in what can, and cannot elicit an MMN, is the duration of the 

standard sound or regularity that can be presented. Estimating from unpublished 

observations and the chunk durations generally reported in the literature, the maximum is 

about 1 s in the average person (see also, Grimm et al., 2004; Näätänen et al., 2004). 

 

1. 3.3.3 Automatic? 

The MMN it is elicited whether or not subjects are focusing their attention on the stimuli. 

Deviants do not need to be detected or to be task relevant for the MMN to be elicited. It 

has even been proposed that the MMN is elicited fully independent of attention 

(Näätänen, 1990). This would implicate that the MMN amplitude should not under any 

circumstances be modulated by attention; not enhanced by strong attention and not 

diminished/abolished by a complete absence of attention. Woldorff et al., (1991) 

presented evidence against this claim. A small intensity deviant presented in one ear 

disappears when the attention is strongly focused on detecting small intensity deviations 

in the other ear. More recently, this has also been found for small frequency deviants 

(Sussman et al., 2003a). Sussman and colleagues explained these effects as deviance-

competition effects. When in each ear deviants are presented that violate the same 

feature, and attention is directed to one of the ears, deviants delivered to that ear elicit an 

MMN while the MMN to the deviants in the unattended ear is diminished or even 
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abolished. The MMN elicitation is thus not completely independent of attention. In 

addition, the MMN amplitude can be enhanced when attention is focused on the deviants 

(Woldorff et al., 1998). Note, however, that in attended conditions the MMN cannot 

always be dissociated from the N2b, an ERP component overlapping the MMN (Novak et 

al., 1990; Näätänen et al., 1982). 

The reason that the MMN is still used to probe automatic aspects of auditory 

processing is because when competition is not so strong, such as in the case of a slow 

stimulus pace (Näätänen et al., 1978), or when deviants violate different acoustic features 

in different ears, attention modulation is not seen. It is, furthermore, elicited in a wide 

range of situations in which other ERP components requiring focused attention are not 

elicited (e.g., P3, see below). The MMN is elicited in coma patients (Fischer et al., 1999), 

certain sleep stages (Loewy et al., 1996; Sallinen et al., 1994), and under many different 

attentional conditions; subjects can be passively distracted from the auditory stimuli by 

watching a movie or they can simultaneously perform a visual or an unrelated auditory 

task (Alho et al., 1992; Alho et al., 1994; Alho & Sinervo, 1997; Näätänen et al., 1978; 

Paavilainen et al., 1993). Most importantly, deviants do not need to be task relevant, so 

that the ability/willingness to respond (e.g., in children or certain patient groups), 

cognitive factors (e.g., motivation or performance strategies), do not need to be taken into 

account in the experimental setup. 

 

1. 3.3.4 MMN and perception 

It is well-known that MMN elicitation correlates with the perception of stimulus 

deviance. This has been shown in several studies testing discriminative abilities in a 

behavioral session subsequent to the unattended MMN recording (Amenedo & Escera, 

2000; Jaramillo et al., 2000; Tervaniemi et al., 2001; Tiitinen et al., 1994). A larger 

discrepancy between deviants and standards is reflected in larger MMN amplitudes, a 

shorter MMN latency, as well as higher hit rates and shorter RTs. On the contrary, when 

the difference between deviants and standards becomes too small for perceptual 

discrimination the MMN disappears (Sams et al., 1985; see however, Allen et al., 2000). 

From these studies, it became evident that even though the MMN can be elicited when 

stimuli are not deliberately attended to, if subjects do subsequently attend to the sound 
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material, deviants are detected. In other words, the outcome of the auditory change-

detection process reaches awareness. In chapter 5 this view is challenged.  

 

1. 3.3.5 The ‘abstract’ MMN 

An important aspect of the sensory change detection function is the extraction of 

regularity from the acoustic environment. Relatively advanced is the ability to detect so-

called ‘abstract’ regularities (for a review see, Näätänen et al., 2001). An abstract 

regularity is a relative invariance between sounds/sound features (see, Figure 3). Saarinen 

et al., (1992) showed that an MMN could be elicited by violating a regular interval within 

tone pairs that were, as couples, jumping around over a wide range of frequencies. The 

standard tone-pairs were ascending and the deviants were descending. The fact that the 

tone pairs were roving and that there were many physically different tone pairs, made the 

regularity violation ‘abstract’ not the relationship violation as such (see also, Paavilainen 

et al., 1999; 2003). Also third-order violations of abstract feature conjunctions can elicit 

an MMN (Paavilainen et al., 2001). In the Paavilainen et al. (2001) study, the standard 

stimuli varied randomly over a large range, both in frequency and intensity, but followed 

the rule “the higher the frequency, the higher the intensity”. Occasional deviant stimuli 

following the opposite rule elicited an MMN. These types of advanced abstract regularity 

processing have been termed ‘sensory intelligence’ (see also, 3. .1). 

 

 
   Figure 3. Illustration of an abstract oddball paradigm. 

 

1. 3.3.6 Musical expertise and the MMN 

Musical expertise in auditory function is reflected in the MMN (Fujioka et al., 2004; 

2005; Koelsch et al., 1999; Rüsseler et al., 2001; Tervaniemi et al., 1997; Tervaniemi et 

al., 2001). The excellent sound-discrimination skills of musicians correlate with the 
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auditory change-detection function. The MMN is elicited in professional violinists by 

deviant chords containing a slightly mistuned tone whereas musical novices show an 

MMN to much larger pitch deviations, only (Koelsch et al., 1999). In addition, the MMN 

to a musically relevant interval violations is larger in musicians than in nonmusicians 

(Fujioka et al., 2004). This effect seems specific to musical stimuli because the MMN in 

a control condition with a simple pure-tone frequency deviant did not differ between the 

two groups. In chapter 2, 3 and 4 the auditory functions of musicians and nonmusicians 

are also compared on the basis of their MMN or MMNm responses. 

 

1. 3.3.7 Functional relevance 

What is the function of an automatic auditory change-detection mechanism in our daily 

life? A brain mechanism specifically detecting change might have certain advantages; 

repeated sounds do not contain new information and do not need to be fully processed 

over and over again, whereas new information might requires more extensive processing 

(Sinkkonen et al., 1996). That regularity detection in general is beneficial, is supported by 

psychophysical studies showing benefits of regular contexts compared to irregular 

contexts in the detection of just noticeable differences (Drake et al., 1993), or short silent 

gaps (Minzuno et al., 1994). 

The automatic change-detection mechanism reflected in the MMN elicitation is 

not an isolated event. Subsequent to eliciting an MMN, deviants can trigger an 

involuntary attention switch to draw processing resources to the deviating sound. This has 

been shown by a delay in the RT, and decrease in response accuracy to target tones 

presented in one ear, while in the other ear MMN eliciting deviants were presented 

(Schröger, 1996). Similarly, deviants and novels (large deviations with alarming 

characteristics, e.g., dog barks or the sound of breaking glass) can delay the behavioral 

performance in a simultaneous visual task (Escera et al. 1998). 

It is also interesting to mention that the MMN is elicited by ecological valid sound 

material. It has been shown that the MMN can be elicited in very natural situations: 

Occasionally transposed chords, replacing the regular chords endings in naturally 

expressive music elicit the MMN (Koelsch & Mulder, 2002), but also changes in the 

sound of a series of footsteps of a person walking (Winkler et al., 2002). 
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1. 3.4 P3a 

The involuntary capturing of attention by salient deviants is associated with a positive 

ERP component elicited subsequent to the MMN: the P3a (for reviews, see Escera et al., 

2000; Friedman et al., 2001) peaking around 230–300ms. The P3a amplitude is sensitive 

to novelty and it decreases when stimuli become less novel (i.e., the P3a habituates, see 

Friedman & Simpson, 1994). Whereas the MMN reflects a process that is relatively 

automatic the P3a is more distinctly affected by attention (Friedman et al., 2001; 

Sussman et al., 2003b). The MMN and the P3a can thus be viewed to reflect two different 

processes that operate serially to analyze the auditory input for salient information. 

 

1. 3.5 N2b and P3 

In case deviants are attended to or task relevant, additional attention and detection related 

ERP components are elicited. The first one is the N2b (Näätänen & Picton, 1986; Perrault 

& Picton, 1984) The N2b overlaps in time with the MMN and these components are 

sometimes difficult to dissociate. The scalp distribution of the N2b is somewhat more 

centrally negative than the MMN and the N2b does not reverse polarity at the mastoids 

(Novak et al., 1990). N2b elicitation might reflect stimulus awareness and/or 

identification. 

The P3 is also elicited by deviants when stimuli are attended (Hermann & Knight, 

2001; Picton, 1992; Sutton et al., 1965). The P3 has a centrally positive scalp distribution 

peaking around 300 ms post stimulus and is not specific to the auditory modality. The P3 

amplitude is affected by many parameters related to target detection and evaluation such 

as task difficulty (Kok, 2001), stimulus expectancy (Squires et al., 1976), and the 

informational content of stimuli (Johnson, 1986). 
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2 GESTALT THEORY AND AUDITORY OBJECTS  

A challenge of the auditory system is to form meaningful percepts from the sensory input. 

From the acoustic information impinging on the ear, it must reconstruct the sound-

emitting sources by combining sounds that come from one source and separating them 

from sounds coming from different sources (Bregman, 1990). Perceptual grouping is 

governed by principles from the Gestalt theory (Koffka, 1935) such as ‘similarity’ or 

‘good continuity’ (Bregman, 1990; Deutsch, 1999). In audition, grouping especially 

means integrating sounds over time, in speech or music, current sounds should be 

combined with past sounds. 

 

2. 1.1 Automatic and universal 

The Gestalt theory postulated that perceptual grouping processes are automatic and 

universal. Grouping is assumed to be such a basic and general function that it does not 

require processing resources, and that it functions the same in every one of us, 

irrespective of age, culture, or (musical) skill (Koffka, 1935; see also, Imberty, 2000; 

Trehub, 2000). Jackendoff & Lerdahl (1983) proposed, along the same line, that 

perceptual groupings in music are intuitively formed and that the listener does not depend 

on musical knowledge to perceptually structure music. This idea has been empirically 

tested in behavioral studies (Deliège, 1987; Peretz, 1989). Musicians and nonmusicians 

scored, however, somewhat different in their segmentation of classical (Deliège, 1987) or 

folk music (Peretz, 1989) excerpts, musicians used certain grouping rules more often than 

nonmusicians. In these studies, subjects were attending to the sound material and because 

attention can modify groupings it might be that the differences between musicians and 

nonmusicians were caused by attention-driven grouping (Sussman et al., 1998; 2002a). 
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2. 1.2.1 Study I aims and experiment 

In this study the MMN was used to investigate whether automatic grouping principles 

operate similarly in musicians and nonmusicians. The hypothesis was that musicians 

might have more advanced abilities to group sequential tones compared to nonmusicians. 

This would indicate that—despite its fundamental character—auditory grouping is not 

independent of musical skill. Two grouping rules were tested in a group of professional 

musicians and a group of subjects without formal musical training. In the ‘pitch-

similarity’ condition (see Figure 4, top) an isochronous sequence was presented in which 

four tones of one pitch were followed by four tones of another pitch, etc. The deviants 

were occasional fifth tones violating the length of the regular tone groups. In the ‘good-

continuation-of-pitch’ condition (see Figure 4, bottom) an isochronous sequence was 

presented in which four consecutive tones were rising in pitch and then falling once 

(indicating the group-boundary) followed by again four rising tones etc.  The deviant was 

a fifth tone continuing the rising pitch and thus violating the length of the standard tone 

groups. The four-tone standard groups started randomly on two different pitch levels. The 

deviant was always a fifth tone continuing the tone group starting on the lowest pitch 

level  so  that  the  fifth  deviant  tone  did  not  introduce  a new pitch. For an MMN to be  

 

 
Figure 4. Illustration of the paradigm of Study I 
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elicited, the auditory system should group the four tones, encode the length of the 

standard tone groups, and detect the violation. 

 

2. 1.2.2 Study I results and conclusions 

An MMN was found to the deviants in the pitch-similarity condition, in both the 

musicians and nonmusicians (Figure 5, top) but in the good-continuation-of-pitch 

condition an MMN was found for the musicians, only (Figure 5, bottom). The auditory 

system of nonmusicians could thus group an isochronous sequence into tone groups of 

four, encode the tone groups, and detect the length violation. However, this depended on 

the difficulty of the grouping indicator because this was the only difference between the 

two conditions. Marking a group boundary by detecting a change from ‘same to different’ 

was a viable indicator for tone-group onset but a change in the direction of pitch change 

(from rise to fall) was too difficult for the nonmusicians. These results show that 

musicians and nonmusicians differ in their sensory auditory grouping skills. This 

difference between musicians and nonmusicians can be interpreted in two ways. Musical 

expertise might give rise to quantitative grouping advantages, i.e., musical experts might 

have  relatively  more  fine-tuned  grouping  abilities  than  nonexperts,  the formed group 

 

 
 Figure 5. The ERPs obtained in Study I. Shown are the 

waveforms at Fz re-referenced with the average of the 

mastoid waves. The vertical bar at 0 ms indicates the onset 

of the fourth tones for the standard curve and the fifth tone 

for the deviant curve. 
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associations are stronger and deviants form more salient violations and thus elicit larger 

MMNs in musicians than in nonmusicians. The data support this view if assuming that no 

MMN is seen in the good-continuation-of-pitch condition for the nonmusicians, because 

it was too small to exceed the noise level. On the other hand, grouping processes might 

operate qualitatively different between musicians and nonmusicians so that musicians can 

make group associations that nonmusicians cannot make. If that is the case, an MMN is 

not observed for the nonmusicians in the good-continuation-of-pitch condition because it 

is simply not elicited. Adhering to the later view could lead to the conclusion that 

automatic grouping is not universal because musical experts use different grouping rules 

in organizing the auditory signal than nonmusicians. 

 

2. 1.3 Why are musicians better at automatic processing? 

More fine-tuned or extended automatic grouping in musicians might be a result of a shift 

from controlled to automatic processing due to training (Jansma et al., 2001; Shiffrin & 

Schneider, 1977). That musical training can cause plastic changes in the auditory system 

in general has been shown (Pantev et al., 1998) but also the change detection mechanism 

underlying the MMN can improve due to training (even within one experimental training 

session) (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1993; Tervaniemi et al., 2001). The advanced grouping 

skills of musicians may have functional importance because it might leave limited 

attentional resources available for higher-order processes required for performing music 

at a professional level. 

 

2. 2.1 The principle of exclusive allocation 

Another important principle of the Gestalt theory is that of exclusive allocation, stating 

that an element (e.g., a sound) cannot belong to two perceptual objects at the same time. 

It will be grouped to the object it is most similar or close to. In case an element is equally 

close to two objects an ambiguous situation emerges and the object perception becomes 

unstable, i.e., it can flip back and forth between the two alternatives. This flipping process 

can be modulated by conscious control (by attention-driven or schema-based grouping; 

see Bregman, 1995, Chapter 4) as for instance is the case in Escher’s drawings of 

impossible staircases (Locher, 1992). 
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2. 2.2.1 Study II aims and experiment 

The aim in this study was to investigate whether one tone in an ambiguous situation, is 

only part of one auditory object at a time while object perception is kept stable by 

attention. The stimulus sequence presented to the subjects contained two low (L) tones, 

two high (H) tones, and an intermediated tone (M) in the following order: HL
H

LM
H

L
H

LM 

etc. The pitch difference between the high and low tones and the high stimulus pace 

induced the streaming effect (Bregman, 1995). Streaming causes an alternating tone 

sequence to be perceived as two segregated streams of tones, one high and one low 

stream, i.e., the alternation is perceptually lost. In the paradigm used in this study, the 

intermediate tone could equally well belong to the high stream or the low stream, creating 

an ambiguous situation. Subjects in this experiment were instructed to group the 

intermediate tone to one of the patterns (which was controlled by a task, see appendix). 

Subjects were instructed to either perceive the repeating pattern MHH in one condition 

(selected-pattern-deviant condition) and the pattern HHM (alternative-pattern-deviant 

condition) in the other condition (high-stream subject group, for the low-stream subject 

group, see below). The inter-tone intervals were chosen to support the intended pattern 

formations. When the intermediate tone was occasionally presented slightly too early it 

violated the unity of the MHH pattern but not of the HHM pattern. In the MHH pattern, a 

too early intermediate tone made the tone not belong to the two high tones anymore but 

to the previous pattern (giving rise to the perception of a ‘MHHM’ and a ‘HH’ pattern 

instead). In the HHM pattern, a too early intermediate tone did not disturb the unity of the 

pattern. All tones were presented with a latency jitter so that the early presentation of the 

intermediate tone was not a temporal deviation per se. The patterns that subjects were not 

instructed to perceive, i.e., the alternative patterns, were the MLL pattern as an alternative 

to the perceived HHM pattern and the LLM pattern as an alternative to the perceived 

MHH pattern. If the intermediate tone is treated by the auditory system to belong to the 

perceived stream only, the early-onset violation of the intermediate tone in the selected-

pattern-deviant condition (MHH pattern is perceived, LLM is not) should elicit an MMN 

but not the temporal violation of the intermediate tone in the alternative-pattern-deviant 

condition (HHM is perceived, MLL is not). Since only the early onset of the intermediate 

tone can violate the forming of the MLL grouping this condition can only give an MMN 
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if the intermediate tone belongs also to the not selected alternative pattern. In addition, 

there was a low-stream subject group receiving the mirroring instructions to perceive the 

MLL pattern (select-pattern-deviant condition) and the LLM pattern (alternative-pattern-

deviant condition). The were no other differences. As a control condition served an 

unambiguous sound stream in which the MHH pattern was presented without the low 

tones.  

 

2. 2.2.2 Study II results and conclusions 

An MMN was found in the selected-pattern-deviant condition (see, Figure 6) and in the 

control condition indicating that the early onset of the intermediate tone indeed violated 

the auditory object perception. An MMN was not found in the alternative-pattern-deviant 

condition, indicating that the early onset of the intermediate tone in the alternative, not-

perceived MLL pattern was not noticed by the auditory system. This shows that the 

intermediate tone cannot belong to two auditory objects at the same time and, thus, that 

the principle of exclusive allocation operates in auditory object perception. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.The ERPs obtained in Study II. Shown are the frontal electrodes for all three conditions 

(averaged over both low- and high- stream subject groups).  

 

2. 2.3 The role of attention in an ambiguous situation 

If strong acoustic grouping cues govern perception, a lot of conscious effort is required to 

change the immediate percept, if possible at all. The streaming effect can be so strong 

that it is not possible to hear the physical alternation of the high and low tones. When 

acoustic cues give rise to less strong groupings, attention can modulate whether tones are 

perceived grouped or segregated (van Noorden, 1975). These types of top-down 

influences can also modulate the input to the automatic auditory change-detection system 
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(Sussman et al., 2002a). Sequential tones of the format SSSSDSSSSD etc. can, by will, 

be perceived as either individual tones (an MMN is elicited to the ‘D’) or as a repeating 

pattern (no MMN  is elicited). In Study II also an interaction between automatic grouping 

and attended grouping was seen since attention could overcome the ambiguous acoustic 

cues and create a stable percept.  
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3 NUMBER PROCESSING 

3. 1 Sensory intelligence 

Auditory detection of abstract regularities (see also 1. 3.3.5) has been termed ‘sensory 

intelligence’ because of the cognitive connotation (Näätänen et al., 2001) of these 

processes that, nevertheless, still originate from the sensory cortex (Korzuykov et al., 

2003). An interesting question is how ‘intelligent’ auditory sensory processing can be. By 

studying experts the limits of auditory processing capabilities can be investigated.  

 

3. 2 Counting the beat in music 

Counting the number of beats in a measure is part of the perceptual organization of 

music, and an important aspect of music performance (e.g., Palmer & Krumhansl, 1990). 

This could be reflected at a sensory level of auditory organization in musicians, and to 

some degree also be automatic. If detecting numerosity can take place outside of the 

focus of attention then this would exemplify rather advanced auditory processing 

functions. 

 

3. 3.1 Study III aims and experiment 

In Study III it was tested in professional classical musicians and in nonmusicians whether 

the auditory system can extract and encode a numerical regularity. In addition, a temporal 

regularity was tested. In both conditions (see, Figure 7), the stimuli consisted of segments 

containing a certain number of tones of one pitch, followed by a segment of another 

pitch. In the ‘number’ condition, the number of tones in a segment was always four while 

the segment onset-to-onset time varied between 610 and 890 ms. The deviant violated the 

number of tones in a segment by adding one tone but did not violate the segment 

duration. In the ‘time’ condition, the onset-to-onset time of the segments was 750 ms 

while the number of tones in a segment varied between two and six. The deviant tone 

extended the segment duration without violating the number of tones in the standard 

segment.  
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Figure 7. Illustration of the stimuli used in Study III. 

 

3. 3.2 Study III results and conclusions 

An MMN was found in the time condition irrespective of musical skill, however, in the 

number condition, an MMN was found for the musicians, only (see, Figure 8). Thus, the 

auditory system of both subject groups could encode the regular duration of the segments 

but only the auditory system of musicians could discriminate the five-tone segments from 

the four-tone segments. Hence, musicians seem to have advanced and highly specialized 

auditory processing skills. It can, however, not be ruled out that nonmusicians can detect 

the number of tones in a series in an easier paradigm, containing fewer tones or shorter 

segments.  

In the stimuli that were constructed for this study, time and number varied 

independently of each other. This was needed for the purpose of this study but it is an 

artificial situation. In music, counting the beats in a measure is not independent of the 

temporal organization; on the contrary, counting the beats helps musicians to stay 

synchronized with the rhythm. Even though the stimuli used in this study do not occur in 

natural situations, the results show that the sensory ability of musicians to detect 
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numerical regularities is neurophysiologically independent from the ability to detect 

temporal regularities. 

 

 
Figure 8. ERPs obtained in Study III. Shown are the ERPs at Fz.  

 

3. 4 Auditory number detection in musicians 

The musicians in this study were not actively counting to four or five but the auditory 

system could nevertheless encode the number of tones in the segments as it could 

distinguish the segments containing four tones from those containing five. Perfect instant 

and effortless detection of the number of items on a visual display has been called 

subitizing and it works for small numbers only, up to four or five (Jevons, 1871; Trick & 

Pylyshyn, 1994, see also, Piazza et al., 2002). For larger numbers people start to make 

errors but also slow down in their response because they start to count attentively. In 

audition and especially in auditory grouping, a maximum of four might also play an 

important role. Music is often counted into two or four or grouped into units of two, 

three, or four (Abecasis et al., 2005; Fraisse, 1982).  In addition, the results of Study III 

show, that at least in professional musicians, the processing of number, up to four/five, 

can take place outside of the focus of attention. Because of the abstract nature of 

numerosity processing (Miller et al., 2003) this skill could be considered as a type of 

‘sensory intelligence’.  
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4 HEMISPHERIC ASYMMETRY 

4. 1 Speech perception 

The two hemispheres are anatomically and functionally asymmetric (Zatorre et al, 2002, 

Tervaniemi & Hugdahl, 2003). The most remarkable difference is that the left 

hemisphere is most commonly specialized in language processing. This asymmetry is 

already seen in the neural processing at the level of Heschl’s gyrus (Liégeois-Chauvel et 

al., 1999) and is also reflected in the left lateralization of the MMNm elicited by speech-

sound deviants, at least in the majority of subjects (for an overview, see Pulvermüller et 

al., 2001; Näätänen, 2001; Näätänen et al., 1997). Other MMNs, elicited by non-lingual 

deviations are right lateralized. Whether sounds are perceived as language, and not just 

their physical features, determines where they are processed. Vowel contrasts from the 

own native language are processed predominantly in the left hemisphere whereas vowel 

contrasts from a foreign language are not (Näätänen et al., 1997). The same lateralization 

effects have been found for words compared to pseudo-words (Pulvermüller et al., 2001). 

Also interesting to mention are the MMNm responses to deviations in Morse code 

syllables that changed from being right lateralized in untrained subjects, to left lateralized 

in the same subjects after a very intensive Morse code training (Kujala et al., 2003). 

These results reinforce the notion that the brain is functionally specialized already at a 

sensory cortical level and at that level not only processing physical sound features 

(Pantev et al., 1996). 

Music performance also includes aspects of communication and music can, 

although in a non-referential way, convey meaning. Musical communication often takes 

place by violating musical expectancies. In improvised jazz music, especially subtle 

variations in rhythm are used as means of communication.  

  

4. 2.1 Study IV aims and experiment 

Study IV is an MEG study testing whether the auditory system of jazz musicians is more 

sensitive to rhythm violations compared to that of nonmusicians and, further, whether 
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these deviations are predominantly processed in the (language dominant) left hemisphere 

in jazz musicians. Professional jazz musicians with a high score on a rhythm-aptitude test 

and nonmusicians with a low rhythm proficiency were presented with three stimuli, 

presented with equal probability (see, Figure 9). Each stimulus consisted of four 

measures of a four-beat rock rhythm. Two stimuli contained a rhythm deviation, either a 

syncopation replacing a weak beat with a strong one, or a beat coming to early and being  

incongruent with the temporal grid. The first violation is a smaller deviation than the 

second one and a known style figure in jazz music, whereas the second violation makes 

the music stumble. The last beats of the fourth measures were sometimes tuned lower or 

higher and were targets: subjects were instructed to press a button when they heard one.  

 

4. 2.2 Study IV results and conclusions 

The incongruent beat gave larger response amplitudes in the ERFs in the MMNm latency 

range (100–150 ms) than the syncopation (see, Figure 10). This was the case for both 

subject groups and in both hemispheres. The responses of the musicians were overall 

larger than for the nonmusicians. This confirms that the incongruent beat violated the 

rhythm more than the syncopation and that musicians are more sensitive to rhythmic 

violations than nonmusicians. In addition, the estimated dipole amplitude for the 

incongruent beat was larger in the left than the right hemisphere of the musicians. In the 

nonmusicians it was the other way around, the dipole amplitude was larger in the right 

hemisphere than in the left hemisphere. In two subjects who underwent anatomical 

imaging, the estimated dipolar sources of the MMNm component were located in the 

auditory cortex of the temporal lobe. This shows that the level of rhythmic aptitude can 

determine the predominant hemisphere for processing rhythmic violations.  

 

4. 3 Left lateralized rhythm processing in jazz musicians 

The auditory processing of an incongruent rhythm is left lateralized in musicians but not 

in nonmusicians indicating that the neural processing of rhythm in jazz musicians is 

special. Like speech processing is left lateralized in native listeners but not in foreign 

listeners, rhythm too can in certain experts, be predominantly processed in the language 
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dominant hemisphere. This is possibly the case because rhythm variations are used, 

especially in improvising jazz musicians, as a means of interaction and communication. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Illustration of the stimuli of Study IV: I) contains three 

standard measures without a violation, II) contains a syncopation and 

III) an incongruent beat. The arrows indicate the expected beat in 

stimulus I and the location of the violations in II and III. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. The ERFs obtained in Study IV. Shown are a left and right 

MEG channel from (a) one nonmusician and (b) one musician. I is the 

response elicited by the beat as expected, II is the response to the 

syncopation and III is the response to the incongruent beat. 
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5 AWARENESS AND AUDITORY CHANGE DETECTION 

5. 1 MMN elicitation and perception  

As mentioned in the introduction (1.3.3.4), MMN elicitation is in general believed to 

correlate with perception. The stimuli used in MMN experiments are, however, becoming 

more and more complex, and this might change the way stimuli are perceived. The 

stimulus sequences used in Study III were especially complex and an informal test after 

the experiment indicated that it was not very obvious that all subjects could detect the 

deviants, even though an MMN was elicited. It might thus be that in certain situations the 

outcome of the change-detection mechanism eliciting the MMN does not reach 

awareness. There is some supporting evidence for this view (Allen et al., 2000; Tremblay 

et al., 1998). In Tremblay et al. (1998) subjects were trained for several days to learn to 

discriminate a difficult speech contrast.  The MMN as well as the ability to behaviorally 

discriminate the speech contrast were measured at various phases in the experiment. In 

about half of the subjects who learned to discriminate the speech contrast, the MMN 

appeared a day before the behavioral discrimination ability developed, indicating that 

MMN elicitation can, in certain cases, precede the ability to perceive the deviants. In 

another study, presenting an ‘abstract’ deviant (Paavilainen et al., 2001), the auditory 

system could detect the deviants as indicated by MMN elicitation. The ‘knowledge’ of 

the auditory system was, however, not necessarily consciously available to all subjects. In 

a behavioral detection task and interview subsequent to the MMN measurement, three out 

of seven subjects did not express knowledge of the deviants. However, the ERPs of these 

three subjects were not analyzed separately from the other subjects and it cannot yet be 

ruled out that these subjects did not show an MMN.  

 

5. 2 Implicit knowledge and intuition 

Evidence that subjects can have, or even acquire, knowledge without being aware of it 

originates from implicit-learning studies, such as sequence learning (Buchner & Steffens, 

2001) and artificial-grammar learning studies (Altmann et al., 1995; Howard & Ballas, 
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1980). Subjects perform a task while a task-irrelevant aspect of the stimulus sequence is 

ordered. Subjects are not aware of this sequential order but behavioral indices show that 

they, after a while, perform faster to the ordered sequence than to a random control 

sequence, indicating that they have implicitly learned the stimulus order.  

 Implicit cognitive processes are assumed to be automatic (Nisbett & DeCamp 

Wilson, 1977) whereas explicit processes require consciousness and effort. Implicit 

knowledge has, furthermore, been proposed to be the substrate of intuition since intuitive 

judgments resemble implicit processes (Lieberman, 2000; Reber, 1989). It is difficult to 

verbalize all the information involved in an intuitive decision and one is not fully aware 

of all the processes contributing to it. This does, however, not mean that intuitive 

decisions cannot lead to satisfying outcomes (Dijksterhuis et al., 2006). If implicit 

knowledge is the substrate of intuition this would mean that implicit knowledge could be 

used to make correct intuitive decisions.  

 
Table 1. Chronology and subject classification of Study IV. 
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5. 3.1 Study V aims and experiment 

The aim of Study V was to determine whether MMN elicitation can be based on implicit 

knowledge and whether this implicit knowledge can be utilized for correct intuitive sound 

detection. The stimuli that were used contained an abstract regularity (like in Figure 3) 

and consisted of ascending tone pairs that were pair-wise roving within a range of 

frequencies. Occasionally, deviating descending tone pairs were presented. First an 

ignore condition (‘Ignore I’ condition) was recorded (see, Table 1) in which subjects 

were instructed to ignore the stimuli and watch a video. This was followed by a listening 

test and an interview (Interview I) to determine whether subjects could describe the 

stimulus structure and discriminate the deviants from the standards. Subjects performed 

subsequently an associative training task, in which each deviant coincided with a visual 

cue. The subjects were instructed to learn to detect the sounds coinciding with the visual 

stimulus. They did not at any time, receive information on the stimulus structure. The 

training was followed by a second interview (Interview II) to determine what they had 

learned about the stimuli during the training. Then an attended condition (‘Attend’ 

condition) was recorded in which the deviants were presented without the visual cue and 

subjects were instructed to press a button when they heard the sound that in the training 

had coincided with the flash, followed by a third interview (Interview III), and a second 

ignore condition (‘Ignore II’ condition). Subjects were classified, and their ERPs group-

averaged, according to the knowledge of the stimulus sequence that they expressed in 

each of the three interviews.  

 

5. 3.2 Study V results and conclusions 

In Interview I, four out of the 23 subjects (the ‘Ignore I Explicit’ group) were able to 

describe the stimuli exactly: they mentioned both the ascending frequency relationship in 

the standard tone pairs and the descending frequency relationship in the deviant tone 

pairs. An MMN was observed in these subjects (see, Figure 11). The remaining 19 

subjects did not describe the stimuli accurately and none of these subjects (the ‘Ignore I 

No-knowledge’ group) noticed sounds that were sometimes different, or noticed sounds 

standing out among the others. Nevertheless, the auditory system was able to discriminate 
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the deviants from the standards because an MMN was elicited indicating that these 

subjects had implicit knowledge. 

 During the training session, 19 subjects learned to detect the deviants. In 

Interview II, five additional subjects expressed explicit knowledge of the sound structure 

making a total of nine subjects in this group (the ‘Attend Explicit’ group). In these 

subjects, an MMN and an N2b/P3 were elicited to the detected deviants (hits). 

Interestingly, the missed deviants also elicited an MMN, indicating that even though the 

subjects did not give a target response to these deviants, the auditory system did detect 

them. This shows that not all the knowledge available in the auditory system could be 

utilized by these subjects. The 12 subjects who did not express explicit knowledge in 

Interview II (the ‘Attend Intuitive’ group), gave either a wrong (e.g., ’I pressed when a 

sound came quicker’) or a subjective explanation (e.g., ‘I pressed when it sounded 

darker’). In these subjects using an intuitive target-detection strategy, an MMN was 

elicited for the hits, but this MMN was not followed by an N2b/P3 complex. There was 

no MMN for the misses indicating that the knowledge available to the auditory system in  

 

 
 Figure 11. ERPs obtained Study V. Shown is Fz. 
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this group was optimally used for target detection. The overall behavioral performance 

was, however, lower in Attend Intuitive group than in the Attend Explicit group. The 

reaction time was respectively, 784 versus 553 ms and the deviant detection 38% versus 

53% while the false alarm rates were similar (1.4% versus 0.4%).  

 In Interview III, no subjects expressed explicit knowledge, indicating that no 

further learning had occurred during the Attend condition. In the Ignore II condition an 

MMN was elicited in the subjects with explicit knowledge (the ‘Ignore II explicit’ group) 

as well as for the subjects who had expressed intuitive knowledge (the ‘Ignore II 

intuitive’ group).  

 

5. 4 Implicit change detection and intuition 

The results from Study V show that MMN elicitation does not necessarily correlate with 

perception. The auditory change-detection mechanism underlying the MMN elicitation 

can thus in certain cases operate implicitly. During a short associative training session, 

subjects could learn to access the implicit sensory knowledge and become aware of the 

deviants either intuitively or explicitly. The subjects who learned to detect the deviants 

intuitively were aware of them but not to such a degree that they could explain why a 

deviant was a deviant. This means that the detection of MMN-eliciting deviants does not 

necessarily require explicit knowledge of the stimuli. Subjects can with an intuitive 

detection strategy use the knowledge contained in the memory underlying the sensory 

change detection function for correct sound detection. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

From behavioral research it is known that Gestalt principles govern auditory perception 

(Bregman, 1990). In Study I of this thesis, evidence was shown for grouping in the 

auditory system. The auditory system could group an isochronous sound stream into 

groups consisting of multiple-tones and detect a grouping deviant. This was indicated by 

MMN elicitation. Professional musicians showed grouping abilities according to both the 

principle of similarity and the principle of good-continuation. In nonmusicians, evidence 

was found for grouping according to the similarity rule, only. This shows that even basic 

auditory functions, are more advanced in musical experts. This is in line with previous 

research (e.g., Koelsch et al., 1999). The current results can also be interpreted to suggest 

that sensory processes in musicians are not only a fine-tuning of universally available 

processes but that they are qualitatively different because the auditory system of 

musicians could make group associations based on a more advanced grouping rule than 

that of nonmusicians. 

In Study II another Gestalt principle was investigated and it was demonstrated that 

the auditory system uses the principle of exclusive allocation in object perception. 

Subjects were asked to attentively maintain a stable pattern perception in an ambiguous 

situation. The pattern was formed by an intermediate tone that had to be grouped with 

either a high or a low stream of tones. Since the intermediate tone had an equal distance 

to each of the streams the two alternative percepts were equally likely. The auditory brain 

responses to pattern violations showed that the intermediate tone was grouped to either 

the low or the high stream but not to both at the same time, thus illustrating the operation 

of the principle of exclusive allocation. 

How advanced can the sensory auditory processing be in experts? In Study III it 

was shown that the auditory sensory system of musicians can detect a numerical 

regularity of always four tones in a series. This was indicated by the MMN elicitation to 

occasional fifth tones. Nonmusicians did not show this ability even though they could 

detect a similarly complex temporal regularity. The ability to detect the number of tones 
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in a series without the need for focused attention might be an advantage for musicians in 

perceptually structuring music. In addition to the results of Study I, this difference 

between experts and nonexperts could be a candidate for a fundamental difference in 

sensory auditory function between these two subject groups. It can, however, not yet be   

ruled out that nonmusicians would be able to detect numerosities as well, for instance in a 

simplified version of the paradigm. It remains to be tested further, whether or not the 

highly abstract sensory ability of detecting the number of tones in a series is (to some 

extent) available to all of us. 

In improvised jazz music, rhythmic variation plays an important role. In Study IV 

it was shown that the larger a rhythmical violation the larger the evoked brain responses 

and that in jazz musicians with a high rhythmical aptitude these violations were processed 

predominantly in the language dominant left hemisphere. This effect correlates with the 

importance of rhythm variations in the communication between improvising jazz 

musicians and might imply language-like processing of rhythm in this expert group. 

 The studies mentioned above, investigated auditory processes by utilizing the 

MNN as an index of the ability of the auditory system to detect occasional changes in a 

repetitive/regular sound stream without the requirement of attention. Subject can ignore 

the stimuli and an MMN will nevertheless be elicited. However, when they subsequently 

attend to the sounds and try to detect the deviants they are usually able to do so (e.g., 

Tiitinen et al., 1994). Based on these findings there has been a consensus in the literature 

that MMN elicitation correlates with perception. In Study V it was shown that this might 

not be a valid conclusion for all types of stimulation. In the case of simple standard-

deviant contrasts, the outcome of the sensory change detection mechanism might enter 

awareness easily, but when there are more complex regularities involved then the 

outcome of this process might not, or only partially, reach awareness. This was indeed 

found for a stimulus sequence containing deviants violating an abstract regularity. Not all 

subjects were able to detect the deviants when attending to the stimuli even though an 

MMN was elicited in a prior recording under ignore conditions. This indicates that these 

subject had implicit knowledge. This finding is supported by a few other studies (Allen et 

al., 2000; Tremblay et al., 1998). Only after a short associative training session, about 

half of the subjects expressed explicit knowledge of the sound structure whereas the other 
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half expressed only intuitive knowledge. The latter group learned during the training to 

only partially access the knowledge contained in the auditory system. Explicit knowledge 

is thus not a necessity for deviant detection, subjects can detect deviants by knowing that 

but without knowing in what way something is deviating. That MMN elicitation can be 

based on implicit knowledge and that subjects can intuitively detect deviants, gives new 

evidence for the MMN generator mechanism having an automatic character. Even though 

the auditory change-detection function does not in all circumstances operate fully 

independent of attention (Woldorff et al., 1991; Sussman et al., 2003a) it can, in certain 

situations operate without its outcome reaching full conscious awareness in attending 

subjects. 
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APPENDIX: METHODS 
 

EEG/MEG SETUP 

Study I: EEG was recorded with Ag/AgC1 electrodes placed at three midline positions Fz, Cz, and Pz, at 

the left and right mastoids (Lm and Rm), and at sites along the coronal chain at one thirds (L1 and R1) and 

two thirds (L2 and R2) between Fz and the mastoids, left and right. The reference electrode was placed on 

the nose. The horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) was recorded from electrodes placed lateral to the outer 

canthi of both eyes and the vertical EOG from electrodes placed above and below the left eye. The 

reference electrode was placed on the nose. Study II: EEG was recorded with Ag/AgCl electrodes from 8 

scalp locations (F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, Lm, and Rm). EOG electrodes and reference were placed as in 

study I. Study III: See study I. Study IV: MEG was recorded with a 306-channel whole-head device 

(Elektra Neuromag) in a magnetically shielded room. The EOG was recorded like in study I.  Study V: 

EEG was recorded with Ag/AgC1 electrodes at 32 recording sites, placed according to the 10–20 system by 

using an electrode cap. In addition, electrodes were placed at the left (Lm) and right (Rm) mastoids. EOG 

and reference electrodes were placed as in Study I.  

DATA AQUSITION AND FILTERING:  

Study I: The signal was sampled at 250 Hz and band-pass filtered (1.5–35 Hz). Study II: The signal was 

sampled at 250 Hz and band-pass filtered (2.5–16.0 Hz). Study III: See study I. Study IV: The signal was 

sampled at 300 Hz and band-pass filtered (2–30 Hz). Study V: The signal was sampled at 500 Hz and 

down-sampled offline to 250 Hz (with an anti-aliasing function) and band-pass filtered (2–35 Hz). 

EPOCHS AND ARTIFACT REJECTION: 

Study I: The EEG signal was divided in epochs starting 100 ms before and ending 375 ms after the onset of 

a tone. Baseline correction was applied on single epochs after which epochs containing signal exceeding 

±75 µV at any electrode were rejected from further analysis. Study II: Epochs started 200 ms pre-stimulus 

and ended 400 ms post-stimulus. Epochs with voltage difference between temporally adjacent sampling 

points exceeding 8 μV on any channel were rejected from further analysis. Due to the fast semi-

random-SOA presentation, long-latency ERP components elicited by previous stimuli were expected to 

overlap the ERP components of interest. To reduce this effect, ADJAR level 1 procedure was applied 

(Woldorff, 1993). Study III: The same as in study I but with a 50 ms baseline. Study IV: Epochs started 50 

ms before the deviant stimulus and ended 300 ms post-stimulus. Online EOG artifact-rejection criteria were 

set to ± 100 µV. Study V: The EEG signal was divided into epochs from −100 to 600 ms to the onset of the 

second tone of the stimulus pairs. Single epochs were baseline corrected after which all epochs containing 

signal exceeding ±60 µV were removed. 

COMPONENT CHARACTERIZATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 

Study I: The MMN was measured by taking the average in a 40 ms window around the peak of the grand-

average for both the standard and the deviant. MMN elicitation was statistically tested with a two-way 

ANOVA (Electrode [Fz, L1, R1, Lm, Rm] × Stimulus Type [standard, deviant]) separately for each 
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condition. To test differences between subject group and condition, the difference (standard minus deviant) 

in a 40 ms window around the peak on Fz (re-referenced with the average of the mastoids) was taken and 

an additional ANOVA was performed (Expertise [musicians, nonmusicians] × Condition [pitch-similarity, 

good-continuation-of-pitch]). Study II: The mean amplitudes in the MMN latency range of 212–236 ms 

was calculated and the deviant-minus-standard differences tested against zero using a t-test (pooled over the 

two groups of subjects and over F3 and F4) for each of the three conditions. In addition, an ANOVA 

(Group [high, low] × Condition [Perceived-Pattern-Deviant, Alternative-Pattern-Deviant] × Stimulus Type 

[standard, deviant] × Electrode [F3, F4]) was performed.  

Study III: MMN elicitation was determined by taking the mean amplitude in a 32 ms window centered on 

the peak. For each subject group and condition, one-sided t-tests (deviant < standard) were performed on Fz 

and the average of L1 and R1. In addition, an ANOVA was performed on the MMN amplitude (Expertise 

[musicians, nonmusicians] × Condition [time, number] × Electrode [Fz, L1, R1]. Study IV: From the ERF 

responses to the standard, syncopation and incongruent beat, the maximum mean-gradient amplitude 

(MGA) in the interval 100–170 ms was taken. Equivalent current dipoles (ECD) were estimated at the 

latency of the maximal MGA for each hemisphere with a spherical head model. The amplitudes (A) of the 

dipoles were used to calculate an asymmetry index (Aright-Aleft)/(Aright+Aleft) and a t-test was performed 

across subject groups. Study V: The MMN amplitudes were taken from Fz in a 64 ms window centered on 

the peak amplitude of the grand-average deviant-minus-standard wave. P3 amplitudes were determined in 

the same way from Pz. Two-tailed t-tests were used to determine the presence of MMN and P3, to test 

whether the MMN amplitudes were different between subject groups, and to test for differences in 

behavioral measures.  

SUBJECTS:  

Study I: Eleven musicians and 12 nonmusicians participated in the experiment. Musicians had reached, as a 

minimum, the level of acceptance into a music academy (Sibelius Academy, Helsinki). Nonmusicians had 

never studied any form of music at a formal/professional level. Study II: 21 subjects participated in the 

experiment. The data of one subject were rejected due to artifacts. Study III: 13 musicians and 15 

nonmusicians participated in the experiment (selection criteria the same as in study I). Study IV: Subject 

groups were selected with a rhythm aptitude test that is used as part of entry examinations to music 

conservatories in Denmark. Eight nonmusicians with a low score and nine jazz musicians with a high score 

(educated at the Sibelius Academy of Music, Helsinki, Finland) participated in the study. Study V: Twenty-

four subjects participated in the experiment. The data of one subject were discarded because of a lack of 

motivation to participate.  

SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS AND TASKS:  

Study I: Subjects were instructed to watch a self-selected subtitled movie without the soundtrack. Study II: 

10 subjects were instructed to group the intermediate tone together with the high tones and maintain this 

perception throughout the stimulus blocks (high stream group). The other 10 subjects were instructed to 

group the intermediate tone with the low tones (low stream group). All subjects were instructed to press a 
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button on a response pad with three buttons to indicate whether a target tone appeared on the first, second 

or third position in the pattern that they were instructed to hear. Subjects were trained in both the pattern 

perception and the task before starting the EEG recordings. Study III: See study I. Study IV: Subjects were 

instructed to press a button to the down- or up-tuned beat in the fourth measure of the stimuli. Study V: In 

the ignore conditions subjects were instructed to watch a self-selected subtitled movie without hearing the 

soundtrack. In the attend condition the subjects were instructed to detect the ‘sounds that sometimes were 

different’ and that in the associative training session had coincided with a flash on a screen. 

STIMULI: 

Study I: ‘pitch-similarity condition’: 100 ms sine-wave tones (50 dB above hearing threshold; 10 ms rise 

and 10 ms fall times) were presented with a constant inter-tone interval of 87.5 ms. Stimulus sequences 

consisted of identical-pitch four-tone segments varying on five frequency levels, ranging from 311.1 Hz to 

392 Hz in semitone steps. Ten percent of these four-tone groups were prolonged by a fifth tone of the same 

pitch violating the standard group-length. ‘Good-Continuation-of-Pitch Condition’: The same five tones 

with the same inter-tone-interval were uses as the ‘pitch-similarity’ condition. Standard groups of four-

tones were ascending in pitch. A four-tone segment could start one of the two lowest pitch levels. Ten 

percent of the tone segments contained an additional ascending step. This was always a continuation of the 

tone group starting at the lowest pitch level in order to avoid the introduction of a new (and therefore 

deviating) frequency. Study II: Three tones were presented (low pitch: 548 Hz, 50dB above individual 

hearing threshold (AHT), intermediate pitch: 740 Hz, 48 dB AHT, and high pitch 1155, 45 dB AHT) in 

alternating order. These stimuli induced the streaming effect. The tone duration was 30 ms and the tone-

onset-to-onset time (SOA) contained variation with medians between 60 and 280 ms. A cycle of five tones 

(high, low, high, low, intermediate or low, high, low, high, intermediate) had an average duration of 732 

ms. The timing of the tones encouraged the perception of repeating triplets. In 8% of the cycles the interval 

preceding the intermediate tone was shortened from having a median of 320 ms to a median of 210 ms. The 

tone sequence also contained occasional (5%) intensity deviants (+12 dB) in the perceived pattern. These 

deviations could occur in any of the three tones of the perceived pattern and served as targets in the task. 

Study III: Each condition consisted of a certain number of tones of the same pitch (a segment) followed by 

a number of tones of another pitch. The segments were varying on five pitch levels, ranging from 311.1 Hz 

to 392 Hz in semitone steps on the musical scale. In the ‘number’ condition there were always four tones of 

the same pitch followed by four tones of another pitch. The duration of the segments varied between 610 

and 890 ms. The duration of the individual tones of a tone segment varied between 65 and 100 ms and the 

inter-tone-intervals (ITI) between 87.5 and 122.5 ms. Within a tone segment the individual tone duration 

and ITI were always the same. The deviant was an additional tone violating the number of tones in the 

standard segments but never extended the duration of the segments beyond 890 ms, to avoid a temporal 

violation. 10% of the segments contained a deviant. In the ‘time’ condition the segment onset-to-onset was 

constant at 750 ms but the number of tones within that time varied between two and six. The tones used to 

construct this sequence varied in duration between 60 and 200 ms and the ITI between 58.3 and 195 ms in 
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combinations that resulted in segment durations of 750 ms. Within each segment the individual tone 

duration and ITI were always the same. 10% of the segments contained a deviating tone (starting at 750 

ms) that extended the segments duration. Only the standard segments with 2 to 5 tones could have deviants 

added so that no they did not form a number-of-tone violation. Study IV: Rhythmic sequences were made 

of realistic broadband drum sounds. The stimulus was a simple four-beat rock rhythm with 5% of the last 

snare drum beats in the fourth measure tuned up or down (to serve as targets) and with 33% of the third 

measures containing a syncopation and with 33% of the third measures containing a beat incongruent with 

the meter. 

Study V: Subject were presented with randomly roving ascending tone pairs as standards, of which 10% 

was replaced by roving descending tone pairs as deviants. The individual tone duration was 75 ms, the 

within-pair interval 20 ms and the inter-pair interval 300 ms. Tones ranged on the musical scale from C4 to 

C5 (261.6 Hz to 523.3 Hz) in semitone steps. The frequency step within the standard pairs was 5 semitones 

ascending and the frequency change within the deviant pairs was 5 semitones descending.  

 


